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OscillationAbstract In this paper, we discuss the global asymptotic stability of all solutions of the difference
equation
xnþ1 ¼ Axn2
Bþ Cxnxn1xn2 ; n ¼ 0; 1; . . .
where A;B;C are positive real numbers and the initial conditions x2; x1; x0 are real
numbers. Although we have an explicit formula for the solutions of that equation, the oscillation
character is worth to be discussed.
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ª 2014 Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of Egyptian Mathematical Society.1. Introduction
Difference equations, although their forms look very simple, it
is extremely difﬁcult to understand thoroughly the global
behaviors of their solutions. One can refer to [1–4]. The study
of nonlinear rational difference equations of higher order is of
paramount importance, since we still know so little about such
equations.
Cinar [5,6] examined the global asymptotic stability of all
positive solutions of the rational difference equationxnþ1 ¼ xn1
1þ xnxn1 ; n ¼ 0; 1; . . .
and
xnþ1 ¼ xn11þ xnxn1 ; n ¼ 0; 1; . . .
He also [7] discussed the behavior of the solutions of the
difference equation
xnþ1 ¼ axn1
1þ bxnxn1 ; n ¼ 0; 1; . . .
Stevic´ [8] showed that every positive solution of the difference
equation
xnþ1 ¼ xn1
1þ xnxn1 ; n ¼ 0; 1; . . .
converges to zero.
In [9], H. Sedaghat determined the global behavior of all
solutions of the rational difference equations
On the oscillation of a third order rational difference equation 63xnþ1 ¼ axn1
xnxn1 þ b ; xnþ1 ¼
axnxn1
xn þ bxn2 ; n ¼ 0; 1; . . .
where a; b > 0.
In [10], the author investigated the global behavior and
periodic character of the two difference equations
xnþ1 ¼ xn21þ xnxn1xn2 ; n ¼ 0; 1; . . .
In this paper, we discuss the global stability and periodic
character of all solutions of the difference equation
xnþ1 ¼ Axn2
Bþ Cxnxn1xn2 ; n ¼ 0; 1; . . . ð1:1Þ
Consider the difference equation
xnþ1 ¼ fðxn; xn1; . . . ; xnkÞ; n ¼ 0; 1 . . . ð1:2Þ
where f : Rkþ1 ! R.
Deﬁnition 1.1 [11]. An equilibrium point for Eq. (1.2) is a
point x 2 R such that x ¼ fðx; x; . . . ; xÞ.
Deﬁnition 1.2 [11].
(1) An equilibrium point x for Eq. (1.2) is called locally
stable if for every  > 0; 9d > 0 such that every solution
fxng with initial conditions xk ; xkþ1; . . . ;
x0 2x d;xþ d½ is such that xn 2x ;xþ ½; 8n 2 N .
Otherwise x is said to be unstable.
(2) The equilibrium point x of Eq. (1.2) is called locally
asymptotically stable if it is locally stable and there
exists c > 0 such that for any initial conditions
xk ; xkþ1; . . . ; x0 2x c;xþ c½, the corresponding solu-
tion fxng tends to x.
(3) An equilibrium point x for Eq. (1.2) is called global
attractor if every solution fxng converges to x as n !1.
(4) The equilibrium point x for Eq. (1.2) is called globally
asymptotically stable if it is locally asymptotically stable
and global attractor.






ðx; . . . ; xÞyni; n ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ð1:3Þ






ðx; . . . ; xÞkki ¼ 0: ð1:4Þ
Theorem 1.3 [11]. Assume that f is a C1 function and let x be an
equilibrium point of Eq. (1.2). Then the following statements are
true:
(1) If all roots of Eq. (1.4) lie in the open disk jkj < 1, then x
is locally asymptotically stable.
(2) If at least one root of Eq. (1.4) has absolute value greater











; n ¼ 0; 1; . . . ð1:5Þ
where c ¼ A
B
.
2. Linearized stability and solutions of Eq. (1.5)
In this section we study linearized stability analysis and the
solutions of the difference Eq. (1.5). It is clear that Eq. (1.5)
has the equilibrium points y ¼ 0 and y ¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃc 13p . During the
paper, we suppose that a ¼ y2y1y0.
The following theorem describes the behavior of the equi-
librium points.
Theorem 2.1. Assume that a– 1Pn
i¼0c
i
for any n 2 N. Then the
following statements are true.(1) If c < 1, then y ¼ 0 is locally asymptotically stable and
y ¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃc 13p is unstable.
(2) If c ¼ 1, then y ¼ 0 is a nonhyperbolic point.
(3) If c > 1, then y ¼ 0 is a repeller and y ¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃc 13p is a non-
hyperbolic point.
Theorem 2.2. Let y2; y1 and y0 be real numbers such that
a ¼ y2y1y0– 1Pn
i¼0c
i



















































Proof. We have that
y1 ¼ y2c
1
1þ a ; y2 ¼ y1c
1þ a
1þ að1þ cÞ and y3
¼ y0c
1þ að1þ cÞ
1þ að1þ cþ c2Þ
as expected by formula (2.1). Now assume that m > 1. Then





















































































































































This completes the proof. h
Corollary 2.3. Assume that c ¼ 1 and a ¼ y2y1y0– 1=n for
















1þ3ja ; n ¼ 3; 6; 9; . . .
8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>:
ð2:2Þ3. Periodicity and global stabilityTheorem 3.1. Assume that fyng1n¼2 is a positive solution of Eq.
(1.5). Then the following statements are true.
(1) If c < 1, then fyng1n¼2 converges to zero.
(2) If c ¼ 1, then fyng1n¼2 converges to zero.
Proof.




< cyn2; n ¼ 0; 1; . . .
Hence we have
y3mþi < c





(2) We consider only the case a < 0. Case a > 0 is similar














































Similarly y3mþ2 ! 0 as m!1 and y3mþ3 ! 0 as
m!1.This completes the proof. h







; . . .
n o
with u1u2u3 ¼ c 1 when c–1,
and fu1;u2;u3;u1;u2;u3; . . .g with u1u2u3 ¼ a ¼ 0 when
c ¼ 1.
Proof. Case c–1






; . . .
n o
are period-3
solutions of Eq. (1.5). Now let f. . . ;u1;u2;u3;u1;u2;u3; . . .g











As c–1, we have that u1u2u3 ¼ c 1.
Case c ¼ 1
Let a ¼ 0. Using formula (2.1) it is sufﬁcient to see that
yn ¼
y2 ; n ¼ 1; 4; 7; . . .
y1 ; n ¼ 2; 5; 8; . . .




y3m ¼ y0; y3mþ1 ¼ y1 and y3mþ2 ¼ y2; n ¼ 0; 1; . . .
Now suppose that y2 ¼ u1; y1 ¼ u2; y0 ¼ u3. It follows that
f. . . ;u1;u2;u3;u1;u2;u3; . . .g
is a period-3 solution with u1u2u3 ¼ a ¼ 0. This completes the










; i ¼ 1; 2; 3 and jP 0.
Hence (2.1) can be written as






















Lemma 4.1. Assume that either a ¼ y2y1y0 > 0, or
a ¼ y2y1y0 < 0 and 1 cþ aP 0. Then
sgnðy3mþiÞ ¼ sgnðy3þiÞ; i ¼ 1; 2; 3 and m ¼ 1; 0; 1; . . .
Proof. Assume that a ¼ y2y1y0 > 0. Then we have that
n3jþi1 > 0; j ¼ 0; 1; . . . ; i ¼ 1; 2; 3.
Therefore, sgnðy3mþiÞ ¼ sgnðy3þicmþ1
Qm
j¼0n3jþi1Þ ¼
sgnðy3þiÞ; i ¼ 1; 2; 3 and m ¼ 1; 0; 1; . . ..
Now assume that a ¼ y2y1y0 < 0 and 1 cþ aP 0.
Then






















This implies that sgnðy3mþiÞ ¼ sgnðy3þiÞ; i ¼ 1; 2; 3 and
m ¼ 1; 0; 1; . . . h
Theorem 4.2. Assume that fyng1n¼2 be a solution of Eq. (1.5).
Then the following statements are true:
(1) If a ¼ y2y1y0 > 0, then fyng1n¼2 is positive or except
(possibly) for the ﬁrst semicycle, fyng1n¼2 oscillates
about y ¼ 0 with negative semicycles of length two and
positive semicycles of length one.
(2) If a ¼ y2y1y0 < 0; 1 cþ aP 0, then fyng1n¼2 is neg-
ative or except (possibly) for the ﬁrst semicycle, fyng1n¼2
oscillates about y ¼ 0 with negative semicycles of length
one and positive semicycles of length two.
Proof. Let fyng1n¼2 be a solution of Eq. (1.5).
(1) Suppose that a ¼ y2y1y0 > 0. From lemma (4.1), we
have that sgnðy3mþiÞ ¼ sgnðy3þiÞ; i ¼ 1; 2; 3 and
m ¼ 1; 0; 1; . . .. That is, each subsequence
fy3mþig1m¼1; i ¼ 1; 2; 3 preserves sign. It follows that, if
y3þi > 0; i ¼ 1; 2; 3, then fyng1n¼2 is positive.Other-
wise, there exists i0 2 f1; 2; 3g such that y3þi0 > 0 and
y3þi < 0; i 2 f1; 2; 3g n fi0g. Therefore, except (possi-
bly) for the ﬁrst semicycle, fyng1n¼2 oscillates about
y ¼ 0 with negative semicycles of length two and positive
semicycles of length one.
(2) Suppose that a ¼ y2y1y0 < 0, 1 cþ aP 0. Again
from lemma (4.1), we have that sgnðy3mþiÞ ¼
sgnðy3þiÞ; i ¼ 1; 2; 3 and m ¼ 1; 0; 1; . . .. That is, each
subsequence fy3mþig1m¼1; i ¼ 1; 2; 3 preserves sign. Itfollows that, if y3þi < 0; i ¼ 1; 2; 3, then fyng1n¼2 is
negative.Otherwise, there exists i0 2 f1; 2; 3g such that
y3þi0 < 0 and y3þi > 0; i 2 f1; 2; 3g n fi0g. Therefore,
except (possibly) for the ﬁrst semicycle, fyng1n¼2 oscil-
lates about y ¼ 0 with negative semicycles of length
one and positive semicycles of length two. hLemma 4.3. Assume that a ¼ y2y1y0 < 0; 1 cþ a < 0 and
let h ¼ lnð1cþa=aÞ
ln c . Then
(1) If c ¼ 1, then n3jþi1 < 0 when  13 1aþ i
 






; i ¼ 1; 2; 3,
(2) If c–1, then n3jþi1 < 0 when hi3 < j <
hiþ1
3
; i ¼ 1; 2; 3.Proof. Assume that a ¼ y2y1y0 < 0; 1 cþ a < 0.










1þð3jþiÞa . It is clear
that n3jþi1 > 0 if j 2 1; 13 1aþ i











< j <  1
3a, we have that
n3jþi1 < 0; i ¼ 1; 2; 3.
(2) If c–1, then we have two cases: If c < 1, then h ¼ lnðð1cþaÞ=aÞ
ln c > 0. Now set
n3jþi1 ¼ 1cþaac3jþi11cþaac3jþi ¼ III. As a ¼ y2y1y0 < 0, we
have that I > II . But I > 0() 1 cþ a > ac3jþi1
() ð1 cþ aÞ=a < c3jþi1 () lnðð1 cþ aÞ=aÞ
< ð3jþ i 1Þ ln c() lnðð1cþaÞ=aÞ
ln c ¼ h > 3jþ i 1
() j < hiþ1
3





< j < hi
3
, we have n3jþi1 < 0; i ¼ 1; 2; 3.
 case c > 1 is similar and will be omitted. hLemma 4.4. Assume that a– 1Pn
i¼0c
i
for any n 2 N. Let
a ¼ y2y1y0 < 0; c–1 and 1 cþ a < 0. Then
h ¼ lnðð1cþaÞ=aÞ
ln c –n, for any n 2 N.
Proof. Assume that a ¼ y2y1y0 < 0; 1 cþ a < 0. Then
from lemma (4.3), we have that h ¼ lnðð1cþaÞ=aÞ
ln c > 0.
Now let h ¼ lnðð1cþaÞ=aÞln c ¼ n, n 2 N. This implies that








n 2 N. h
Now consider the two situations,
S1: There is no natural number j0 2 N with jj0  cj < 16 and








; c ¼ 1;
1
6
ð2h 2iþ 1Þ; c–1:
(Lemma 4.5. Assume that a ¼ y2y1y0 < 0; nj > 0 for each
j 2 N, and let fyng1n¼2 be a solution of Eq. (1.5). Then fyng1n¼2
is negative or except (possibly) for the ﬁrst semicycle, fyng1n¼2
oscillates about y ¼ 0 with negative semicycles of length one and
positive semicycles of length two.




and m¼1;0;1; . . ..
That is, each subsequence fy3mþig1m¼1; i ¼ 1; 2; 3 preserves
sign. It follows that, if y3þi < 0; i ¼ 1; 2; 3, then fyng1n¼2 is
negative.
Otherwise, there exists i0 2 f1; 2; 3g such that y3þi0 < 0
and y3þi > 0; i 2 f1; 2; 3g n fi0g. Therefore, except (possibly)
for the ﬁrst semicycle, fyng1n¼2 oscillates about y ¼ 0 with
negative semicycles of length one and positive semicycles of
length two. h
Theorem 4.6. Assume that a ¼ y2y1y0 < 0; 1 cþ a < 0,
and let fyng1n¼2 be a solution of Eq. (1.5). Then one of the
following statements will be satisﬁed.
(1) fyng1n¼2 is negative or except (possibly) for the ﬁrst
semicycle, fyng1n¼2 oscillates about y ¼ 0 with negative
semicycles of length one and positive semicycles of
length two.
(2) There exists a natural number L0 such that fyngL0n¼2 is
negative and fyng1n¼L0þ1 oscillates about y ¼ 0 with
negative semicycles of length two and positive semicycles
of length one or except (possibly) for the ﬁrst semicycle,
fyngL0n¼2 oscillates about y ¼ 0 with negative semicycles
of length one and positive semicycles of length two
and fyng1n¼L0þ1 is either positive or oscillates about
y ¼ 0 with negative semicycles of length two and positive
semicycles of length one.Proof. Case c–1. Suppose that the situation S1 is satisﬁed. In
this case n3jþi1 > 0 for each j 2 N and i ¼ 1; 2; 3. It follows
from lemma (4.1) that sgnðy3mþiÞ ¼ sgnðy3þiÞ; i ¼ 1; 2; 3 and
m ¼ 1; 0; 1; . . ., and from lemma (4.5) the result in (1)
follows.
Now suppose that the situation S2 is satisﬁed for some
i0 2 f1; 2; 3g. In this case
n3jþi01
< 0 ; j ¼ j0;
> 0 ; otherwise:
	
; i ¼ 1; 2; 3:
This implies that










j¼0 n3jþi01Þ ¼ sgnðy3þi0Þ,











i0 2 f1; 2; 3g n fi0g m ¼ 1; 0; 1; . . ..
Hence fy3mþi0gj01m¼1, has the sign of y3þi0 , andfy3mþi0g1m¼j0 , has the opposite sign of y3þi0 .Now assume that i0 ¼ 1. Then
n3j
< 0 ; j ¼ j0;
> 0 ; otherwise:
	




Also there exists L0 ¼ 3j0 2 N such that we have the following:
 If yi < 0; i ¼ 1; 2; 3, then fyngL0n¼2 is negative and
fyng1n¼L0þ1 oscillates about y ¼ 0 with negative semicycles
of length two and positive semicycles of length one.
 Otherwise, except (possibly) for the ﬁrst semicycle, fyngL0n¼2
oscillates about y ¼ 0 with negative semicycles of length one
and positive semicycles of length two and fyng1n¼L0þ1 is
either positive or oscillates about y ¼ 0 with negative semi-
cycles of length two and positive semicycles of length one.
By similar way, we can show that the last assertion is
satisﬁed for i0 ¼ 2; 3 and will be omitted.
Case c ¼ 1 is similar and will be omitted. hAcknowledgement
The author is grateful to the anonymous referees for their use-
ful comments and suggestions.
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